Executive Summary

I. Dream Center repeatedly and explicitly accepted a period of non-accreditation status as a condition of HLC’s approval of Dream Center’s purchase.

II. Dream Center executives delayed resolving the accreditation dispute to put off the consequences of unaccredited status and though HLC offered Dream Center an appeal, Dream Center executives failed to pursue it in good faith.

III. Department officials took “extraordinary measures” to continue Dream Center’s access to federal funds in violation of the HEA and Department regulations, all while Dream Center was defrauding students.

IV. Shortly after HLC explicitly informed the Department of Dream Center’s accreditation misrepresentations, Department officials pursued retroactive accreditation for Dream Center, but did not require it to correct those misrepresentations for months.

V. Under Secretary Jones promised to provide HLC with “an easy way” to facilitate retroactive accreditation, but when HLC informed her that it could not lawfully retroactively accredit Dream Center, she questioned its compliance with Department regulations.

VI. Documents Reviewed by the Committee Contradict the Department’s Narrative of Events

VII. The Department opened an investigation into HLC’s actions shortly after the Committee’s investigation into the Department and has since publicly blamed HLC for the problems arising out of the accreditation dispute.

VIII. Conclusion
Executive Summary

This investigation examines Dream Center Education Holdings’ (Dream Center) purchase, operation, and closure of three for-profit college chains: Argosy University, South University, and the Art Institutes. Although the Committee initially raised questions to the Department on July 17, 2019, the Department has not meaningfully participated in the investigation during the past year. Although this has posed challenges to the Committee’s fact-finding process, and the substance of this report only cites to documents and recordings directly provided to the Committee by non-Department sources, reasonable conclusions can be drawn from enclosed documents.

Specifically, the Committee has found that though two of Dream Center’s colleges lost accreditation, Dream Center executives knowingly misrepresented these institutions’ accreditation status to students and prospective students for months, claiming to be “fully accredited” when they were not. Documents reveal that multiple high-ranking Department officials aided Dream Center executives, first by releasing federal funds to the unaccredited schools in violation of Department regulations, then by attempting to convince the accreditor to back-date accreditation for the institutions in violation of Department regulations and the accreditor’s policy. Eventually, Dream Center’s financial condition, exacerbated by publication of its fraud, led it to close or sell many of its institutions within 18 months of purchasing them. Shortly before collapsing, Dream Center’s CEO sent a letter to Secretary DeVos estimating that these closures would result in “nearly $1 Billion dollars” in taxpayer liabilities.1 The Department now estimates that existing liabilities will cost taxpayers at least $600 million.2

Dream Center Misled Students, claiming to be “fully accredited” when it was unaccredited.

The Higher Learning Commission (HLC), a regional accreditor that formerly accredited two Dream Center institutions, repeatedly informed Dream Center executives that starting on January 20, 2018, “[s]tudents taking classes or graduating [from the institutions] should know that their courses or degrees are not accredited by HLC.”3 However, Dream Center did not notify its student body until June 20, 2018.4 Instead, for almost six months the institutions’ website stated: “We remain accredited.”5 At the end of that period, one Dream Center admissions official resigned, informing the Dream Center executives that “[t]he events of the last six months have made it impossible for me to continue my employment. I can no longer continue enrolling students without compromising my ethics and morals.”6

Dream Center could have appealed its loss of accreditation but did not do so in good faith.

Though Dream Center could have appealed its accreditation loss, it delayed resolving the accreditation dispute to evade consequences. As months went by, Dream Center officials noticed “the passage of time, without any apparent adverse impact” following the loss of accreditation, so they decided to “let it sit [because it] provides more runway to operate.”7 Internal emails further demonstrate that once Dream Center’s misrepresentations came to light, Dream Center made minimal efforts to appeal to HLC, and in doing so further deceived students and independent
oversight officials. In one email, Dream Center’s counsel proposed that Dream Center “set up a meeting with the HLC Executive Committee in Chicago to get them to ‘stand down’ to some extent on their position… but later not actually pursu[e] a full-blown internal appeal.”8 This, the counsel posited, would allow Dream Center to inform students that Dream Center was “pursuing an internal appeal with HLC… [though it could not] predict the outcome of the appeal.”9 Dream Center would never properly file an appeal with HLC.

A political official at the Department sought to secure back-dated accreditation on Dream Center’s behalf.

Though Dream Center could have appealed through HLC’s normal appellate process, which is available to all affiliated institutions, it instead pursued accreditation backdated to when it originally became unaccredited (“retroactive accreditation”) with the help of Principal Deputy Under Secretary Diane Auer Jones. When Dream Center proposed retroactive accreditation, HLC requested guidance from its Department liaison, a career Department official, who informed HLC that the Department prohibited retroactive accreditation. Under Secretary Jones then circumvented Department career staff, telling HLC to communicate “exclusively with her at the Department on this issue,”10 and offering to provide HLC with an “easy way to make [retroactive accreditation] work.”11 HLC staff stated that this put HLC “in the middle” of career and political staff at the Department, because each provided conflicting guidance.12 Ultimately, HLC indicated to Under Secretary Jones that HLC policy prohibited retroactive accreditation, and therefore it would not retroactively accredit the Dream Center institutions.13 Subsequently, the Department opened a formal investigation into HLC’s conduct,14 and before HLC had an opportunity to respond to the Department’s inquiry, the Department publicly blamed HLC, not Dream Center, for harming Dream Center’s students.15

The Department made payments to Dream Center despite Department regulations prohibiting distribution of funds to unaccredited, for-profit schools.

The Higher Education Act and its implementing regulations specify that a non-profit institution can receive federal student aid if it is either fully accredited or preaccredited, but a for-profit institution must be fully accredited to be eligible for federal financial aid.16 As of January 20, 2018, the Dream Center institutions were preaccredited, not fully accredited, for-profit colleges and therefore "no longer qualifie[d]" to receive federal funds.17 Department emails show that Department officials raised this issue in February 2018, stating that “candidacy status… could be problematic for the schools [sic] [federal financial aid] eligibility.”18 Nonetheless, the Department continued disbursing funds to Dream Center. On May 3, 2018, the Department took the “extraordinary measure” to retroactively deem these institutions non-profits specifically “[t]o avoid the lapse of eligibility” which, at that point, had been occurring for nearly five months.19 The Committee is unaware of any other instance the Department has retroactively converted an institution from for-profit to non-profit status.
Documents reveal apparent inaccuracies in the Department’s responses to Congressional inquiry.

Multiple Committees and Members of Congress have questioned the Department regarding the events described above. The Department’s responses have, at times, been in apparent conflict with the documentation of events. In one example, the Department claimed that Under Secretary Jones first saw “any reference to CCC-Status [Change of Control Candidacy Status] being a non-accredited status” on July 10, 2018.20 However, a June 27, 2018 email correspondence between HLC and Under Secretary Jones indicates that the Dream Center institutions reached out to “[Under Secretary Jones’] seeking support for a confidential proposal… to seek reinstatement of accreditation” for the Dream Center institutions.21 And other Department officials knew that Dream Center was unaccredited as early as February 2018. This email states that “such an action would involve [HLC] deeming [the Dream Center institutions] “accredited” retroactive[ly].”22 This correspondence is explicitly about the Dream Center institutions’ loss of accreditation. Other emails before July 10, 2018, both to and from Under Secretary Jones openly discuss Dream Center’s lack of accreditation and contemplate retroactive accreditation of the Dream Center institutions.

I. Dream Center repeatedly and explicitly accepted a period of non-accreditation status as a condition of HLC’s approval of Dream Center’s purchase.

Throughout 2017, Dream Center and Education Management Corporation (EDMC) negotiated terms of sale for dozens of EDMC-owned institutions to Dream Center. Routinely, as part of any institution’s change of ownership, the institution requests preapproval of the transaction from the Department, its accreditors, and the state it operates within. In October 2017, HLC, which accredited the Illinois Institute of Art and Colorado Art Institute (Dream Center institutions or institutions), found that “some [eligibility requirements] are clearly NOT MET” (emphasis in original) and that if Dream Center purchased these schools, the HLC Board may only approve these institutions as “candidates” for accreditation.23

On November 16, 2017, the HLC Board acted to approve Dream Center’s change in ownership application on the condition that the Dream Center institutions accept a period of “preaccreditation status,” which HLC identified as “Candidate for Accreditation.”24 This letter states that HLC would evaluate the institutions over the following six months and if “the institutions are able to demonstrate… that they meet the Eligibility Requirements, Criteria for Accreditation and Assumed Practices without concerns, the Board shall reinstate accreditation” (emphasis added).25 In this letter, HLC notified Dream Center that it had “fourteen days… to accept these conditions in writing.”26 Two weeks later, on November 29, 2017, Dream Center sent a signed letter to HLC reading in part, “[w]e understand that both [schools] will undergo a period of candidacy beginning with the close of the transaction.”27 That same day, Dream Center requested an extension of this fourteen day period to manage issues with other elements of the complex
transaction and “provide the [Dream Center institutions] with additional time to discuss the conditions [sic] to approval set forth in the November 16, 2017 letter with the Commission.”

HLC granted this extension through mid-January 2018, ample time for Dream Center to ask questions, read HLC policies, and generally “discuss the conditions [sic] to approval set forth in the November 16, 2017 letter.”

As Dream Center neared the finalization of the transaction, HLC requested “a formal indication of whether [Dream Center and its institutions] accept the Change of Control candidacy status” (emphasis in original). On January 4, 2018, the Dream Center institutions’ presidents and Dream Center’s CEO sent a second signed confirmation to HLC “accept[ing] Change of Control candidacy status.” One week later, HLC sent a letter reiterating that its “approval is specifically subject to a Change of Control Candidacy, which is effective immediately upon the closing of the transaction.” This letter informs Dream Center that when it moves into “candidacy,” it must “portray its accreditation status with the Commission clearly to the public… and properly notify [its] students.”

On January 20, 2018, Dream Center finalized its purchase of the institutions. Per HLC’s multiple formal notices and Dream Center’s two signed acceptances, on January 20, 2018, the institutions lost accreditation from HLC and became candidates for accreditation by HLC. Accordingly, HLC transmitted a notice to Dream Center requiring it to inform its students “that their courses or degrees are not accredited by HLC.” Despite the months-long communication between HLC and Dream Center, including Dream Center officials signing documents solely authored to “accept Change of Control candidacy status,” Dream Center responded to HLC’s January 20, 2018 letter, stating “we were shocked that the Commission placed the Institutions in candidacy status.”

This letter concedes that Dream Center understood it would not have full accreditation after the sale, but exhibits a misunderstanding of basic accreditation terms including “candidate for accreditation” and “preaccreditation.” Dream Center’s misunderstanding of these common accreditation terms appears to have driven its “shock.” This was part of a broader pattern in which Dream Center misunderstood basic accreditor requirements. At one point, for example, Under Secretary Jones told Dream Center officials that she was “worried [Dream Center] [doesn’t] understand how strict accreditation standards are,” and that Dream Center had a “lack of administrative capacity.” However, as detailed in Section VII, the Department would later blame HLC, not Dream Center, for Dream Center’s misunderstanding.

It is important to note that HLC reasonably “expects any institution accredited by HLC to become familiar with HLC policies generally, and in particular, with those that apply to an immediately relevant circumstance such as change of control.” The Department has agreed with HLC that this is a reasonable expectation. Furthermore, throughout all relevant time periods above, HLC’s official policy glossary, which was publicly available on its website, defined candidacy as “Preaccreditation status offering affiliation, not membership, with HLC” (emphasis added). Moreover, other accreditors commonly refer to preaccredited institutions as “candidates for accreditation” or in “candidacy status.”

This is consistent with the plain meaning of the term “candidate.” Critically, Department regulations define preaccredited institutions as unaccredited.
Under Secretary Jones’ emails demonstrate that she understood this policy. On July 10, 2018, Under Secretary Jones emailed a Dream Center official, educating them about what change of control candidacy status means, stating that “[w]hen a change of control takes place, the institution becomes a candidate for reinstatement of accreditation.” In spite of HLC’s clear policies consistent with other accreditors, the Department blames HLC for Dream Center’s misinterpretation of HLC policy, faulting HLC for not defining terms more clearly in its November 16, 2017 action letter.

Simply put, the Department is setting a standard that an accrediting agency cannot enter into an agreement with an institution without explicitly defining all terms in the agreement, or cross-referencing definitions of those terms, even if those definitions are publicly available and reflect the commonsense meaning of the words used. Further, the Department absolves Dream Center of its responsibility to understand, or inquire about, the meaning of such terms.

II. Dream Center executives delayed resolving the accreditation dispute to put off the consequences of unaccredited status and though HLC offered Dream Center an appeal, Dream Center executives failed to pursue it in good faith.

In a February 2, 2018 letter, Dream Center commenced its attempts to reverse the agreement it struck with HLC. Multiple letters between HLC and Dream Center were exchanged on the matter. In the last of these exchanges, on February 23, 2018, Dream Center made a litany of demands of HLC, including threatening litigation against HLC if it would not enable “[b]oth institutions [to] remain accredited, in the status of Change of Control Candidate for Accreditation.” Again, a cursory review of HLC’s publicly available policies and the Department’s regulations demonstrate that Dream Center’s request to be both a candidate for accreditation and accredited is impossible. Candidates for accreditation, as the name suggests, are not accredited and therefore cannot “remain accredited” during their candidacy period.

Upon receipt of Dream Center’s demands, HLC informed the Committee that it attempted to informally reach out to Dream Center repeatedly during March and April to resolve any lingering issues. Though Dream Center received this outreach, it delayed its response. Further, contemporaneous communications reveal that Dream Center executives and counsel observed “the passage of time, without any apparent adverse impact,” so they decided to “let it sit [because it] provides more runway to operate.” These emails demonstrate that Dream Center prioritized asking forgiveness rather than permission in order to continue receiving taxpayer dollars. HLC interpreted Dream Center’s non-responsiveness to its repeated outreach attempts as indication that it “did not wish to communicate further about the matter.”

Dream Center “let it sit” for over a month, responding to HLC’s April 17 voicemail on May 21, claiming that HLC’s February 7 letter was “unacceptable” and requesting guidance on how to
appeal its candidacy status. A week later, HLC accepted Dream Center’s request for an appeal and sent Dream Center its appeals procedures document, which directed Dream Center to “submit two copies of the entire submission in paper form.” On May 31, 2018, Dream Center executives internally circulated a proposed notice of the accreditation issue to students, which read in part:

“We are now beginning the process of pursuing an internal appeal with HLC.

We, of course, cannot predict the outcome of the appeal, but we are hopeful that it will be resolved in a favorable manner, and we will keep you closely informed on all developments.”

While Dream Center planned to represent to its students that it was appealing its unaccredited status, internal communications suggest Dream Center was actually preparing not to pursue a full appeal. In an email from Dream Center’s counsel to multiple Dream Center executives, counsel states:

“I think that, even if all we do is set up a meeting with the HLC Executive Committee in Chicago to get them to 'stand down' to some extent on their position, we are still 'appealing' or challenging the HLC position, so sending out the notice now, but later not actually pursuing a full-blown internal appeal would not be inconsistent.”

Ultimately, on June 27, 2018, Dream Center attempted to email its appeal to HLC, but failed because the transmission email misspelled “commission” in all HLC staff email addresses. Dream Center also failed to transmit two copies in writing to HLC, per HLC policy, which HLC had explicitly communicated to Dream Center and its attorneys. HLC confirmed to the Department and the Committee that Dream Center never again discussed its appeal with HLC, other than during a call when Dream Center indicated its intent to abandon the appeal. Under Secretary Jones would later send an email to Dream Center confirming that “[i]n the case of HLC, [Dream Center] should be aware that they missed their opportunity to file an appeal.”

Throughout the five-month period during which Dream Center let the accreditation matter sit, documents reveal that HLC repeatedly told Dream Center to inform its “[s]tudents taking classes or graduating during the candidacy period… that their courses or degrees are not accredited by HLC” and that “HLC require[d] that the Institutes provide proper advisement and accommodations to students in light of this action.”

Instead, during this period the accreditation section on the institutions' website falsely stated: “We remain accredited.” Prior to posting this misinformation, a Dream Center Vice President charged with compliance informed her managing executive that “[t]he language… does not match the latest directive from HLC… on what we are required to disclose.” This executive then noted that HLC requires affirmative “disclosure to all students” and that even an accurate website disclosure may not “meet their expectations.”

Dream Center did not notify its student body that it was unaccredited until June 20, 2018, and its website contained misleading information until at least August 23, 2018.
Students attending the Dream Center institutions eventually sued Dream Center for its fraudulent conduct.69 The Committee presented evidence on July 16, 2019 and October 22, 2019 which outlined the nature and extent of Dream Center’s misrepresentations.70 Dream Center’s fraud is indisputable. In fact, a Dream Center admissions official resigned on June 6, 2018 stating, in part, that they could “no longer continue enrolling students without compromising [their] ethics and morals.”71 The Dream Center receiver, currently representing the Dream Center in legal matters, refers to the period of Dream Center’s fraud as the “DCEH [Dream Center Education Holdings] Misrepresentation Period.”72

III. Department officials took “extraordinary measures” to continue Dream Center’s access to federal funds in violation of the HEA and Department regulations, all while Dream Center was defrauding students.

After the Dream Center institutions lost accreditation on January 20, 2018, HLC notified multiple high-ranking Department officials about its letter to Dream Center, providing the Department knowledge of the Dream Center institutions’ loss of accreditation.73 This rendered the Dream Center institutions categorically ineligible to receive federal financial aid.74 On May 3, 2018, the Department retroactively converted these institutions into non-profits solely to keep funds flowing to the schools.75

In early February, Dream Center officials met with the Department’s for-profit college oversight director in the Department’s Office of Federal Student Aid (Division Director) about its loss of accreditation.76 On February 6, 2018, Dream Center transmitted HLC’s January 20, 2018 communication to the Division Director, including a copy of HLC’s requirement that Dream Center inform its students that they now attended an institution in candidacy (preaccredited) status and “that their courses or degrees are not accredited by HLC.”77

The Division Director responded to Dream Center on February 12 and indicated that preaccredited schools are unaccredited under Department regulations.78 The Division Director then reached out to HLC, stating that “candidacy status… could be problematic for the schools [federal financial aid] eligibility.”79 On March 9, the Division Director and HLC discussed Dream Center’s candidacy status by phone, at which point HLC informed the Division Director personally of what he already knew: “candidacy… is not [an] accredited status.”80 At least by this point, the Department knew that the Dream Center institutions were unaccredited and should have immediately cut off access to federal financial aid.

A preaccredited for-profit institution is categorically ineligible to receive federal funds. The Department put this clearly in a letter to Dream Center, which states “[d]ue to this accreditation status, the [Dream Center institutions] no longer qualif[y] as… eligible institution[s] to participate in [federal financial aid programs]” because federal regulations “do not allow for pre-accredited (or candidacy) status” for for-profit institutions.81
However, instead of cutting off financial aid immediately, the Department waited nearly five months and granted the Dream Center institutions temporary interim nonprofit status, back-dated to January 20, 2018, when the Dream Center deal was inked. According to HLC, the Division Director informed HLC that the Department had taken this “extraordinary measure” to avoid the lapse in eligibility for federal funding. In actuality, a five-month lapse in eligibility had already transpired during which Dream Center was receiving funds in violation of HEA and accompanying regulations.

Instead of conducting rigorous oversight of a complex and risky financial transaction, the Department papered over Dream Center’s disqualifying regulatory violation, while its executives were actively misleading students. Hindsight only magnifies this error, as we now know the retroactive non-profit conversion of these schools allowed the Dream Center institutions to remain eligible recipients of federal student aid longer than they would otherwise have been eligible. This allowed more students to become entangled in the Dream Center institutions, increasing the negative impact of the abrupt closure of the schools, which displaced thousands of students and ultimately cost taxpayers at least $600 million and potentially up to $1 billion.

In October 2019, the Committee asked the Department to provide documentation of “[e]very occasion that the Department has retroactively converted a proprietary institution into a non-profit institution.” To date, the Department has provided no such documentation and the Committee is unaware of any other instance the Department has retroactively converted an institution from for-profit to non-profit status.

IV. Shortly after HLC explicitly informed the Department of Dream Center’s accreditation misrepresentations, Department officials pursued retroactive accreditation for Dream Center, but did not require it to correct those misrepresentations for months.

On May 30, 2018, HLC sent the Department’s accreditation group an email raising many concerns about Dream Center’s conduct. Principally, this email informed the Department’s accreditation group that Dream Center’s website continued to falsely assert that the Dream Center institutions “remain[ed] accredited” by HLC.

Documents reveal that within weeks of this notification, Under Secretary Jones began to pursue retroactive accreditation, which would effectively whitewash this fraud. But the Department would wait nearly two months before requesting Dream Center correct its false claims, and even then, Dream Center’s website contained misleading information until at least August 23, 2018.

The Department’s delayed response to this for-profit institutional misrepresentation raises serious questions about its broader oversight of institutional misconduct. Dream Center’s CEO sent a letter to the Committee indicating that Dream Center drafted a complaint against HLC regarding the accreditation dispute.
This letter alleges that Under Secretary Jones reached out to Dream Center’s CEO in late May or June 2018 to convince him not to initiate a lawsuit and advised him that she would “pursue a more informal and expedited resolution of the accreditation issue.”\textsuperscript{94} Contemporaneous email communications obtained by the Committee demonstrate that this informal and expedited resolution was retroactive accreditation.

On June 24, 2018, Dream Center first requested that HLC retroactively accredit Dream Center, accrediting the institution and back-dating the approval to when the Dream Center transaction was finalized.\textsuperscript{95} At that time, guidance issued the prior year by this Administration,\textsuperscript{96} as well as longstanding regulations,\textsuperscript{97} prohibited retroactive accreditation. Two days later, HLC staff, correctly believing retroactive accreditation violated Department regulations and policy, emailed Department career staff requesting clarification on the Department’s current retroactive accreditation policy.\textsuperscript{98}

Career accreditation staff responded by citing then-current 2017 Department guidance, known as the Bounds Memo, indicating that accreditation decisions “\textit{cannot be made retroactive}” (emphasis added).\textsuperscript{99}

Documents reveal that, on June 27, 2018, Under Secretary Jones reached out to HLC staff with “different ideas about [Dream Center]” indicating that the career staff issued the Bounds Memo “in error” and that the Department would “be releasing corrected guidance.”\textsuperscript{100} Under Secretary Jones further requested that HLC work “exclusively with her at the Department on this issue” and not with Department career staff.\textsuperscript{101}

At the same time that Under Secretary Jones revealed this forthcoming policy change, Department career staff in the Accreditation Group warned HLC staff to “be mindful of current federal regulations on ensuring consistency in decisionmaking,” given that retroactive accreditation would be inconsistent with HLC and Department policy.\textsuperscript{102} Dr. Barbara Gellman-Danley, the HLC president, stated that Under Secretary Jones’ conduct put HLC “in the middle” of career and political staff at the Department by offering conflicting information on the Department’s policies, which “posed a dilemma.”\textsuperscript{103}

HLC staff considered Under Secretary Jones’ retroactive accreditation proposal and responded to her by email on July 3, 2018, at 2:08 P.M.\textsuperscript{104} In this email, HLC staff stated that the HLC Board could “consider an earlier reinstatement of accreditation” making accreditation effective retroactive to January 19, 2018.\textsuperscript{105}

However, given Department staffs’ warning regarding retroactive accreditation, HLC requested “written assurance from the Department of Education that [retroactive accreditation of the Dream Center institutions] will not jeopardize HLC’s [standing with the Department].”\textsuperscript{106} That same day, at 2:36 P.M., Under Secretary Jones responded enthusiastically, offering “to provide a written letter to HLC on this specific issue” to allay HLC’s concern that retroactive accreditation of Dream Center would negatively impact HLC’s standing with the Department.\textsuperscript{107}
Less than 30 minutes later, Under Secretary Jones held a conference call with Dream Center executives. Later that day, Dream Center’s Chairman of the Board informed Dream Center’s regulatory counsel that “[w]e just got off the phone with DOE. It appears HLC is in sync with retro accreditation [sic].” On July 25, 2018, Under Secretary Jones signed and released Department guidance changing Department policy to allow for retroactive accreditation.

In a hearing before the House Oversight Committee, Representative Shalala asked Under Secretary Jones if her guidance was based in any way on the Dream Center accreditation dispute. Under Secretary Jones responded: “[a]bsolutely not. It had nothing to do with Dream Center.”

V. Under Secretary Jones promised to provide HLC with “an easy way” to facilitate retroactive accreditation, but when HLC informed her that it could not lawfully retroactively accredit Dream Center, she questioned its compliance with Department regulations.

In an email exchange with Under Secretary Jones on July 29, 2018, HLC staff informed her that it would conduct site visits at the institutions and provide recommendations to the HLC Board regarding whether the Board should move the institutions from candidate to accredited status. The Board would rely on these recommendations to inform their decision whether to confer accreditation on the institutions.

But HLC staff informed Under Secretary Jones that under its policies, the maximum retroactive effective date of such a decision could only be 30 days, which would not cover the more than 5 months Dream Center had misrepresented its status. Under Secretary Jones acknowledged this responding that “[s]ince [HLC’s] current retro-accreditation policy goes back only 30 days… there will still be a period of time during which… [the institutions are] not… accredited.” In fact, not only did HLC’s policy prohibit retroactive accreditation beyond 30 days, but so did the Department’s own regulations.

As accreditors must follow their own policies and comply with Department regulations, this seemingly foreclosed retroactive accreditation as a solution to Dream Center’s problem.

After these site visits occurred, Under Secretary Jones requested HLC update her with the results. HLC staff informed Under Secretary Jones that they would recommend reinstatement of accreditation for one institution, but revocation of candidacy status for the other due to persistent non-compliance with HLC policies. HLC staff notified Under Secretary Jones that the HLC Board would make a decision concerning these site visit recommendations that fall, on November 1, 2018.
Three days before this meeting, according to HLC, Under Secretary Jones reached out to President Gellman-Danley, indicating that she had “an easy way to make this work,” claiming that “she had identified a way for the [HLC] Board to retroactively reinstate the Institutes’ accreditation status” and would “[send] HLC a letter indicating that such a decision by HLC would not be problematic to the Department.” President Gellman-Danley then reiterated what HLC staff had previously told Under Secretary Jones: that the HLC Board would make the final decision and that retroactive accreditation past 30 days was not consistent with HLC policies.

On the night before the HLC Board meeting, instead of providing “an easy way to make this work” Under Secretary Jones transmitted a letter to HLC that, to President Gellman-Danley’s “shock,” chastised HLC for its treatment of the Dream Center institutions, detailing “several concerns regarding [HLC’s candidacy status],” and how HLC implemented it with regard to Dream Center. This letter asserted that HLC’s November 16, 2017 action letter violated HLC policy and Department regulation.

President Gellman-Danley described this letter to the Committee as inconsistent with HLC and Under Secretary Jones’ months-long communications, including those where Under Secretary Jones herself acknowledges that the institutions are not accredited to HLC. In fact, Under Secretary Jones’ emails with Dream Center officials reveal that she was familiar with Candidacy status. In one such communication she explains change of control candidacy status to Dream Center officials, writing “When a change of control takes place, the institution becomes a candidate for reinstatement of accreditation.”

That night, Under Secretary Jones discussed this letter further by phone with President Gellman-Danley and Vice President Sweeney. Both President Gellman-Danley and Vice President Sweeney asserted to the Committee and Department that on this call they “expressed deep concerns that the letter was both inaccurate and inappropriate in terms of timing,” because Under Secretary Jones transmitted it on the eve of the HLC Board meeting on this very issue. President Gellman-Danley stated that she believed Under Secretary Jones sent this letter “to see [President Gellman-Danley’s] reaction.”

Both President Gellman-Danley and Vice-President Sweeney stated to the Committee that after seeing President Gellman-Danley’s distraught reaction, Under Secretary Jones then recommended “the [HLC] Board could rescind its November 2017 action entirely,” and offered to retract her letter that had caused HLC concern.

President Gellman-Danley informed the Committee that later that night, Under Secretary Jones called her back, indicating that “the Department could not retract the letter” but HLC only needed to respond by email that HLC intended to review its policies. HLC did review its policies and confirmed as much to the Under Secretary via email. In accordance with its policies and Department regulations mandating accreditor consistency in decisionmaking and prohibiting back-dating of nearly all accreditation decisions, HLC did not retroactively accredit Dream Center. Accreditors operate independently from the Department, and the Department is prohibited by law from interfering in accreditor decisionmaking.
President Gellman-Danley stated that Under Secretary Jones’ personal engagement on this issue was unusual; and, HLC later clarified that it believes the Department was and is attempting to commandeer HLC’s accrediting process by “strong-arming” HLC into retroactive accreditation, in violation of law.134

VI. Documents Reviewed by the Committee Contradict the Department’s Narrative of Events.

In addition to this Committee’s investigation, multiple other members of Congress and Congressional committees have requested information from the Department on its handling of Dream Center’s fraud. The Department’s responses to key questions appear to have been false and misleading.

First, in response to Senator Durbin’s questions for the record to Congress, the Department claimed that Under Secretary Jones first learned of “any reference to CCC-Status [Change of Control Candidacy Status] being a non-accredited status” on July 10, 2018.135 The documents described above demonstrate that the Department’s claim is false. In one example, Under Secretary Jones reached out to HLC on June 27, 2018, two weeks before July 10, putting forward her retroactive accreditation proposal. The sole purpose of this proposal was to address Dream Center’s non-accredited status.136

Furthermore, a wealth of evidence including Under Secretary Jones’ own contemporaneous emails (Exhibits 14, 45, 26, and 46),137 the contemporaneous emails of multiple Dream Center officials (Exhibits 47, 48, and 44),138 a recording of a Dream Center official,139 a signed letter from the Dream Center CEO (Exhibit 37),140 the contemporaneous emails of other Department staff (Exhibit 39 and 43),141 contemporaneous HLC staff email (Exhibits 43 and 44),142 and statements by two HLC staff (Exhibit 8 and 53)143 demonstrate that Under Secretary Jones was actively engaged in discussions regarding Dream Center’s non-accredited status at least two weeks before July 10, 2018.

The Department has yet to explain the discrepancy regarding when Under Secretary Jones first learned that the Dream Center institutions were unaccredited.

Second, the Department further asserted to Senator Durbin that “the Department believed that the campuses were in an accredited status [as of a June 14 meeting with Dream Center officials] or the Department would not have allowed the institutions to participate in [federal financial aid] programs.”144 Though it is unclear who “the Department” refers to specifically, many documents demonstrate that various high-ranking Department officials knew Dream Center was unaccredited prior to June 14, including at least one official in attendance at the June 14 meeting.145

While the Committee does not have a full list of the Department’s participants at that meeting, documents reveal that the Division Director, with whom Dream Center146 and HLC147 separately discussed Dream Center’s loss of accreditation in February 2018 and March 2018 respectively, was in attendance.148
In fact, as described in Section III, the Division Director not only knew that these institutions were unaccredited, but took official Department action to continue the flow of federal funds to the institutions despite its loss of accreditation.

The Department’s inaccurate timeline of events in these two instances is material to the Committee’s investigation. According to the Department’s timeline, Under Secretary Jones found out the schools were unaccredited on July 10, 2018 and directed Dream Center to correct its website a week later, on July 18, 2018. In reality, Under Secretary Jones knew Dream Center was unaccredited at least by June 26, but when she found out she first attempted to obtain retroactive accreditation on Dream Center’s behalf, and when she failed to do so over a three week period, she finally asked Dream Center to inform students.149

Third, in testimony before the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee (House Oversight), Under Secretary Jones minimized her extensive and well-documented communications with HLC in late June and early July when she claimed “I do believe that somebody from HLC called me to ask me about retroactive accreditation, and I did let them know that we were revising our guidance. This was something that many accreditors were following and waiting for.”150 President Gellman-Danley and Dr. Anthea Sweeney, HLC’s Vice President for Governmental Affairs, later informed the Committee that until Under Secretary Jones’ call, no Department staff or official indicated the Department would revise this guidance.151

HLC describes Under Secretary Jones’ testimony on this point as “at odds” with the contemporaneous documentation of her correspondence.152 Documents appear to corroborate HLC’s account. A June 27, 2018 email from Department staff to a Dream Center official states that “I got word yesterday that Diane Jones was going to reach out to HLC” about the accreditation dispute.153 And a June 27, 2018 email from HLC staff to Department staff states that “Diane Auer Jones… has now reached out to [HLC] with different ideas about the [institutions], despite [the Bounds] memo.” 154 Under Secretary Jones’ testimony here framed her correspondence as though HLC was independently considering issues of retroactive accreditation, following the Department’s policy development in this area, and raised the issue with her. But the above-referenced documents show that this was not the case.

Fourth, Under Secretary Jones testified that she “[did not] remember texting” with Dream Center officials, though she conceded that she did “remember receiving a text from [Dream Center’s government liaison] that she wanted to talk.”155 Records demonstrate that Under Secretary Jones routinely texted with multiple Dream Center officials, including Dream Center’s CEO, government liaison, and outside counsel.156

In fact, Dream Center officials once complained that “[o]ne of major issues we are facing is the mode of communication between [the Department] and [Dream Center],” suggesting that “even something in email format” would be preferable to texts.157 Under Secretary Jones sent and received more than 100 texts with Dream Center officials.158 These messages touch various issues including coordination around accreditation and retroactive accreditation,159 requests to Under Secretary Jones to expedite federal fund disbursement to Dream Center,160 and Dream Center’s media strategy.161
Further, the Department’s records policy “prohibit[s] all employees from using personal email or messaging applications to conduct Department business.” The Department’s Office of Inspector General (OIG) has reported that “[t]he Department provided training to all political appointees on the requirements of this policy,” (emphasis added) which would include the Under Secretary. It remains unclear whether Under Secretary Jones’ messages violated this policy, but her testimony made it appear as though her interactions with Dream Center were more limited and more formal than they actually were.

Finally, as described above, Under Secretary Jones testified before House Oversight that her July 25 guidance, rescinding recently issued guidance prohibiting retroactive accreditation, which paved the way for her retroactive accreditation proposal, “had nothing to do with Dream Center.” However, documents and recordings reveal that, at a minimum, Dream Center was made aware of the Department’s guidance before it was released to the public. And this policy change facilitated Under Secretary Jones’ retroactive accreditation proposal to HLC by rescinding the Bounds Memo, which prohibited retroactive accreditation. Had Under Secretary Jones not changed this policy, her proposal to HLC would be impossible to achieve.

On July 11, two weeks before Under Secretary Jones released guidance allowing for retroactive accreditation, the Chief Operating Officer (COO) of Dream Center told a group of students that the Department "went so far as to change a regulation at DOE to make it easy for HLC to help us." Later during that conversation, the Dream Center COO stated that accreditation, if restored, would be retroactive because "the DOE changed their regulation over here to open the door to letting it happen." In this conversation, the Dream Center COO refers to Under Secretary Jones by name as Dream Center’s Department contact. And documents demonstrate that a week before this recording, three weeks before the guidance was released, Under Secretary Jones discussed retroactive accreditation these Dream Center officials.

Critically, the Bounds Memo was not a years-old, forgotten policy that simply needed updating, but an action that the Trump Administration undertook only a year before. In fact, when commenting on the substance of the Bounds Memo to the National Advisory Committee on Institutional Quality and Integrity, the Department reported that it “was vetted and supported by the senior leadership at the Department.”

Less than a year before Under Secretary Jones changed Department policy, a Department Assistant Secretary, appointed by President Trump, found an accreditor out of compliance with Department regulations, stating that “the definition of ‘accreditation’ found in Department regulations requires its status to apply only prospectively.” Though the Department has not provided documentation that can clarify the surrounding circumstances, various contemporaneous documents and recordings seriously undermine Under Secretary Jones’ unequivocal claim that her guidance “had nothing to do with Dream Center.”

The Department and the Under Secretary’s false and misleading statements to Congress have distorted the Congressional and public record.
The Department has responded to the Committee’s inquiries claiming that it has “conclusively refuted the Committee's charges that special treatment was given to Dream Center management by Acting Under Secretary Jones and the Department with respect to ‘retroactive accreditation.’”174

This is in apparent contradiction with the content of the Under Secretary’s own emails, Dream Center officials internal emails, and statements by multiple HLC officials, all enclosed with this report.

**VII. The Department opened an investigation into HLC’s actions shortly after the Committee’s investigation into the Department and has since publicly blamed HLC for the problems arising out of the accreditation dispute.**

Though Under Secretary Jones sent HLC a letter on October 31, 2018, chastising for its actions in this case, it requested no information and did not indicate that the Department would be investigating HLC.175 And while the Department now claims that HLC was at fault for the accreditation dispute, the Department did not initiate an investigation into HLC’s conduct for nearly two years. On October 24, 2019, two days after the Committee’s second inquiry to the Department about Dream Center’s misconduct,176 the Department opened an investigation into HLC.177

Two weeks later, the Department cancelled the loans of all students attending the relevant Dream Center institutions during its months-long fraud.178 In its press release, the Department blamed HLC, not Dream Center, for harming students, and claimed that HLC’s decade-old accreditation status of change of control candidacy was “newly developed and improperly defined.”179 The timing and nature of these events raises questions about the Department’s motivations for investigating HLC.

The Department’s draft compliance report in this investigation asserts that HLC violated Department regulations in two ways: 1) HLC revoked Dream Center’s accreditation, in violation of its own policies, and 2) HLC deprived Dream Center of its rights to due process, by not affording Dream Center a timely appeal.180 However, as detailed in sections I and II of this report, 1) HLC told Dream Center in writing that accepting candidacy status would result in a loss of accreditation and Dream Center repeatedly accepted candidacy status; and 2) though HLC provided Dream Center an opportunity to appeal, internal Dream Center communications demonstrate that it did not pursue this appeal in good faith.

In response to the Department’s investigation, HLC has provided detailed responses and has described its actions to address the Department’s perceived shortcomings of HLC’s regulatory compliance.181
However, through HLC’s communications with the Department, it believes that “the Department is only interested in having HLC retroactively accredit the [Dream Center institutions], an action that would only ratify [Dream Center’s] inaccurate disclosures after the fact.” In fact, HLC alleges that Department staff explicitly indicated that retroactive accreditation of these institutions “would resolve the entirety of this compliance inquiry.” This has led HLC to believe that “the Department is attempting to strong-arm HLC into retroactively accrediting the [Dream Center] institutions… an action inconsistent with HLC’s accrediting policies and standards, and importantly, which may exacerbate the burden students have suffered as a result of the actions of [Dream Center].”

HLC’s belief that retroactively accrediting Dream Center institutions would harm students is well supported. The Dream Center receiver has proclaimed that Dream Center will pursue the privately held student loan debts of all defrauded students if, and only if, HLC retroactively accredits these institutions. Dream Center asserts that if HLC retroactively accredits these institutions, students “would have received the benefit of their bargain: class credits from an accredited institution.” And the Dream Center estate would ultimately enforce those debts against students for the benefit of Dream Center’s investors.

Put differently, retroactive accreditation of these institutions at this point would insulate investors in a fraudulent for-profit college from liability, while transferring that liability to the students it defrauded.

Though more information is needed to draw firm conclusions about the Department’s investigation into HLC, the sum of evidence in the Committee’s possession indicates that Dream Center acted in bad faith during this period. Yet the Department continues to blame HLC for harms caused by Dream Center’s fraud. HLC’s allegations, and the apparent injury to students if the Dream Center institutions obtain retroactive accreditation, raise serious questions regarding the Department’s use of its investigative authority and the Department’s judgment and impartiality.

VIII. Conclusion

The Committee’s investigation has raised troubling questions regarding the Department’s oversight and coordination with Dream Center. The facts outlined above demonstrate that the Department knew Dream Center was unaccredited in early February 2018, and HLC specifically informed the Department’s Accreditation Group in May 2018 that Dream Center misrepresented this fact to students, but the Department took no action until July 2018.

It is also deeply troubling that, despite negotiations spanning over one year’s time, the Department has continued to withhold essential documentary and testimonial information requested by the Committee. In fact, the Department did not provide any of the substantive documents enclosed to this report directly to the Committee. The Committee will continue to seek answers to questions on which the Department to date has been unresponsive.
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